
 

 

 

Lesson Objective  Learning outcomes – where am I in my learning? 

Session 1  
Can I apply the footwork rule on 
its own and when passing the 
ball?  
 

Gold I can consistently use the footwork rule when passing the 
ball. 
Silver I can apply the footwork rule most of the time when 
passing 
Bronze I am beginning to understand and apply the footwork rule. 
 

Session 2 
Can I accurately pass the ball in 
3 different ways, choosing the 
‘best way’ for the situation?  
(Reading the game).  
Can I perform a netball shot? 

Gold I can choose the most appropriate way to pass the ball. I 
can effectively perform a netball shot. 
Silver I can accurately pass the ball in 3 different ways and 
perform a netball shot.  
Bronze I can pass the ball in 3 different ways and attempt a 
netball shot 
 

Session 3 
Can I show tactical knowledge 
by moving into a space to 
receive a ball when playing 
against the opposition?  
(Attacking skills).  
Can I evaluate my performance 
and those of others? 

Gold I can use several different tactics to gain possession of the 
ball.  I can critically evaluate my performance and those of others. 
Silver I can effectively move into a space to receive a ball.  
I can evaluate my performance and that of others and suggest 
ways to improve. 
Bronze I can dodge an opponent to move into a space. I can 
evaluate my performance and the performance of others  
 

Session 4 
Can I show defending skills 
within a game of High 5?  
Can I demonstrate the High 5 
positions and their roles in a 
game? 

Gold I can consistently show effective defending skills.  I can 
demonstrate clear understanding of the High 5 positions and roles 
Silver I can sometimes show defending skills and apply the High 
5 positions and roles 
Bronze I am beginning to show understanding of defensive skills.   
I can demonstrate early understanding of the role of most of the 
High 5 positions.  
 

Session 5  
I can be an effective team player 
in a game of High 5 Netball by 
accurately and tactically applying 
the skills learned. (Footwork rule, 
accurate passing and shooting, 
moving into a space, defending 
and positions and 
responsibilities) 
 

Gold I can be an effective team player in a game of High 5 
Netball by accurately and tactically applying the skills learned.  
Silver I can accurately play a game of High 5 Netball 
appropriately applying most of the skills learned. 
Bronze I can play a game of High 5 Netball applying some of the 
skills such as: footwork, accurate passing and shooting, moving 
into a space, positions and roles.  
 

Session 6  
Can I evaluate my performance 
from last week for improvement 
to the next level through playing 
in a  tournament 

Gold  I have achieved the gold level 
Silver I have achieved the silver level and know what I need to do 
next to achieve gold level. 
Bronze I have achieved the bronze level and know what I need to 
do next to achieve silver level. 
 

Activity: High 5 Netball     Year Groups:Y5/6 


